We constrain theories of a massive spin-2 particle coupled to a massless spin-2 particle by demanding the absence of a time advance in eikonal scattering. This is an Smatrix consideration that leads to model-independent constraints on the cubic vertices present in the theory. Of the possible cubic vertices for the two spin-2 particles, the requirement of subluminality leaves a particular linear combination of cubic vertices of the Einstein-Hilbert type. Either the cubic vertices must appear in this combination or new physics must enter at a scale parametrically the same as the mass of the massive spin-2 field, modulo some standard caveats. These conclusions imply that there is a one-parameter family of ghost-free bimetric theories of gravity that are consistent with subluminal scattering. When both particles couple to additional matter, subluminality places additional constraints on the matter couplings. We additionally reproduce these constraints by considering classical scattering off of a shockwave background in the ghost-free bimetric theory.
Introduction
In this paper we study infrared (IR) constraints on theories containing both a massive spin-2 particle and a massless spin-2 particle in the low energy spectrum, extending the analyses of [1] and [2, 3] . Consistent effective field theories (EFTs) describing a massive spin-2 particle coupled to a massless spin-2 particle with a cutoff scale parametrically larger than its mass can be constructed by introducing dynamics for the reference metric in the EFT of a single massive spin-2 particle [4, 5] . The theory of this type with the highest known cutoff and largest known regime of validity is ghost-free bi-gravity [6] , obtained by making the reference metric of ghost-free [7] massive gravity [8, 9] dynamical. However, just as in the theory of a single massive spin-2 particle, it is not known whether any of these theories can arise as the IR effective theory of some ultraviolet (UV)-complete description. Our goal is to find constraints that may point us in the right direction.
1
Absence of superluminality is a traditional constraint placed on low-energy theories. These constraints are usually derived by looking for a classical background solution to the effective theory, and then demanding subluminal propagation of fluctuations about this solution.
(This was mentioned in the context of bi-gravity in [11] .) However, it is more desirable to have a sharp S-matrix diagnostic of superluminality that applies asymptotically and sidesteps questions about whether the background can actually be reached dynamically within the regime of the effective theory [12, 13] or whether the superluminality is itself detectable within the effective theory [14] .
Eikonal scattering is a kinematic regime of 2 → 2 scattering where the center-of-mass energy squared, s, is taken to be large with the impact parameter held fixed. We display the precise eikonal kinematics for particles of any mass in Section 3. The leading contribution to scattering in this kinematic regime is captured by a sum of ladder and crossed ladder diagrams in the t-channel, which exponentiate into the expression [15] [16] [17] Here b is the impact parameter, Fourier conjugate to the exchanged momentum, q, and the eikonal phase, δ, is given by δ(s, b) = 1 2s
where M 4 (s, t) is the tree-level t-channel amplitude evaluated in the eikonal limit. When the external polarizations have spin, there will also be polarization labels on the eikonal phase and amplitudes.
The eikonal phase is related to the time delay experienced by one particle scattering off of the other, in lightcone coordinate time [1, 3, 18] ∆x
In UV-complete theories, the expectation is that particles can only experience time delays ∆x − ≥ 0, never time advances ∆x − < 0. This corresponds to a positivity requirement on the eikonal phase, δ ≥ 0.
As noted in [1] , the eikonal phase only depends on the on-shell three-point scattering amplitudes of the theory. This is most easily seen by performing a complex deformation of the q 1 integration contour in (1.2) . Upon deformation, the integral picks up the residue of any t-channel poles. By complex factorization, this residue is given by a product of on-shell three point amplitudes [19] . This results in a contribution
(1.4)
for each exchanged particle of mass m. Here the index I sums over polarizations of the exchanged particle.
If the eikonal phase is negative, δ < 0, for some choice of polarizations, it means that there is asymptotic superluminality in the theory visible at a scale ∼ m, which is the typical scale suppressing derivatives in the cubic vertices in the effective theories of interest. Assuming the UV theory does not have such asymptotic superluminality, either the cubic vertices responsible for δ < 0 must be absent, or new physics must come in at a scale ∼ m, meaning there cannot be a parametric gap to the next most massive states, as would be required to have an effective field theory with a cutoff parametrically larger than the mass. Thus, under the assumption of such a UV completion with a gap, we can place sharp model-independent constraints on the cubic vertices.
On-shell cubic vertices are strongly constrained by Lorentz invariance. In D = 4 dimensions, there are only 12 possible cubic interaction vertices involving combinations of a single massive spin-2 particle and a single massless spin-2 particle. Demanding the absence of a time advance in eikonal scattering leaves a particular linear combination of cubic vertices which on-shell are equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert cubic structure. Within this linear combination, there is a free parameter which roughly corresponds to the ratio of the Planck masses for the two spin-2 fields. When both spin-2 particles couple to matter, we find additional constraints on the matter couplings.
One application of these constraints is to ghost-free "bi-gravity" [6] . This is an effective theory of two interacting spin-2 particles, one massive and one massless, with a cutoff scale parametrically larger than the mass of the massive spin-2 particle. The theory contains two free parameters in addition to the two Planck masses, the spin-2 mass and a possible cosmological constant for each of the metrics. Among theories generalizing massive gravity, this theory has seen the widest application to cosmology (see [20] [21] [22] [23] for reviews and further references). The constraints we find here reduce the two-parameter family of theories to a one-parameter sub-family. In D = 4 dimensions, this one-parameter family is the unique choice for which there is a Z 2 symmetry under the interchange of the two metrics. Our constraints also constrain the coupling of ghost-free bi-gravity to matter, as summarized in Figure 2 for the case of coupling to a single scalar field. We determine these constraints both through eikonal scattering and by considering classical scattering off of a shockwave background in the ghost-free bimetric theory.
Another application is to large-N confining QCD, which is essentially a weakly-coupled theory of interacting higher spins (the hadrons and glueballs of the theory). The constraints we derive here also serve as constraints on the possible interactions of a large-N QCD with a massive spin-2 particle as the lightest state, and the way in which it can interact with gravity. If some large-N QCD-like theory has an isolated massive spin-2 excitation, then its cubic self-couplings and its couplings to gravity must appear in the specific combinations we find.
On-Shell Cubic Amplitudes
The 2 → 2 scattering amplitudes in the eikonal regime are only sensitive to the on-shell cubic vertices in a theory. The first step is therefore to enumerate the possible on-shell cubic vertices for a given particle content. These three-point vertices are strongly constrained by Lorentz invariance-they are fixed to have a finite number of structures for a given particle content. Here we will use the construction presented in [24] to enumerate the possible cubic vertices describing the interactions in the theory of a single massless and a single massive spin-2 particle.
General construction
Consider the on-shell amplitude for the scattering of three particles with integer spins, s a , and masses, m a , where a = 1, 2, 3. Each particle has a corresponding momentum vector, p µ a , which are on-shell, i.e., satisfy p , which is a symmetric, transverse (p aµ µµ 2 ...µs a a = 0) traceless ( aµ µµ 3 ...µs a = 0) tensor associated to each particle. Since the polarization tensors are symmetric, it is convenient to make the replacement
where z µ a is some auxiliary vector. 2 The transversality and traceless conditions on µ 1 ···µs a translate into the condition that z µ a is both null and transverse: z 2 a = 0 and p a · z a = 0. Tree amplitudes are Lorentz-invariant contractions of the momenta and polarizations constructed from polynomials of the scalar invariants built by contracting z's and p's. The three types of contraction are z ab ≡ z a · z b , zp ab ≡ z a · p b , and p ab ≡ p a · p b . For cubic amplitudes there are no independent p ab invariants because they can be written in terms of masses using momentum conservation and the on-shell conditions. We can also eliminate three of the six possible zp ab invariants by contracting the momentum conservation equation with each z a . The most general on-shell three-point scattering amplitude can thus be written as a sum of terms of the form where the exponents n ab and m ab are non-negative integers. Since each z a comes from a polarization tensor (2.1), the amplitude (2.2) must also be homogeneous of order s a in each of the z a , meaning that the equations
3a)
3b)
3c) must be satisfied. These equations have a finite number of solutions and each solution gives an independent cubic amplitude [24, 25] . If the process of interest involves identical particles, we can decompose the amplitudes into irreducible representations of the symmetric group which acts by interchanging particles. In what follows, we will restrict our interest to situations where we have a single particle of a given type and so the kinematic factors must be symmetric under exchange of some of the external particles, but in more general situations the kinematic factors can be antisymmetric with the introduction of color factors.
When there are massless particles with spin ≥ 1, the amplitudes must be gauge invariant. If particle a is massless, this corresponds to the invariance of the amplitude under the replacement 4) which generally reduces the number of allowed structures. (There can also be parity odd cubic amplitudes in five or fewer dimensions, which contain contractions of z's and p's with an antisymmetric tensor, but here we will restrict our attention to the parity-even cases.)
In four or fewer dimensions there can also be redundancies in the cubic amplitudes due to dimensionally dependent identities. For example, in four-dimensions, which is the case we will be mostly interested in, any five four-vectors cannot be linearly independent. This implies that the following Gram determinant of the five vectors z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , p 1 and p 2 must vanish [24, 26] :
This gives relations between the various structures built from these constituents.
We now proceed to list the three-point amplitudes that will be relevant for the eikonal scattering calculation. These are obtained by first solving (2.3) and then imposing the relevant particle exchange/gauge symmetries on the resulting amplitudes (2.2) . In what follows there are two mass scales: m is the mass of the massive spin-2 particle, which is used to suppress powers of the derivatives in the interaction vertices, and M Pl is the Planck mass, which will suppress powers of the field.
Three massive particles
Solving the equations (2.3) for the case of three identical massive spin-2 particles gives five independent cubic vertices which are symmetric under interchange: The most general interaction vertex is then given by a linear combination of these structures as
10)
where a i are dimensionless constants.
It is worth noting that the structures (2.6)-(2.9) do not directly correspond to the onshell amplitudes generated by a fiducial basis of Lagrangian structures. For example, the amplitude from the Einstein-Hilbert cubic vertex is a linear combination of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 , and another linear combination is the amplitude from the 2-derivative non-gauge invariant "pseudo-linear" term of [27, 28] . This is relevant because the four-dimensional identity (2.5) in this case reads
which corresponds precisely to the vanishing of the Gauss-Bonnet term in four dimensions. 4 We therefore see that there are actually only four linearly independent structures in D = 4. For a precise translation between the structure basis we adopt here and a fiducial Lagrangian basis, see [3] .
Two massive particles and one massless particle
Next we consider three-point amplitudes where two identical massive spin-2 particles and a massless spin-2 particle interact. Taking particle 3 to be the massless particle, there are six possible structures symmetric under interchanging particles 1 and 2,
• Two derivatives A general interaction vertex is a linear combination of these structures 2.4 Two massless particles and one massive particle
Next we consider the interactions between two identical massless particles and one massive particle. Taking particle 3 to be the massive particle, there are two possible structures symmetric under interchanging particles 1 and 2,
• Four derivatives 19) where c i are dimensionless constants. The four-dimensional identity (2.5) in this case becomes 20) so that in D = 4 only the C 2 structure survives.
Three massless particles
Finally we consider the case when all three particles are identical and massless. There are three possible structures symmetric under interchange:
• The general interaction vertex is constructed as 24) where d i are dimensionless constants. The D = 4 identity (2.5) now implies 25) which corresponds to the vanishing of the Gauss-Bonnet term in four dimensions.
In the case of massless particles, there is a straightforward relation between the structures (2.21)-(2.23) and the amplitudes which arise from simple Lagrangian terms. Specifically, D 1 is proportional to the Einstein-Hilbert amplitude, D 2 is proportional to the GaussBonnet cubic term's amplitude and D 3 is proportional to the cubic amplitude arising from R 3 µνρσ .
Scalar coupling
We will also be interested in the eikonal amplitude where massive and massless spin-2 particles interact with a scalar source, so we will require the cubic amplitudes involving one spin-2 particle and two scalar particles. There is a unique such vertex coupling a spin-2 particle with two identical scalars, irrespective of whether the spin-2 is massive or massless: 26) where particle 3 has spin 2. The vertex coupling the scalar to the massless spin-2 particle is then 27) and the vertex coupling the scalar to the massive spin-2 particle is
where κ 0 , κ m are constants.
We could also consider cubic amplitudes involving one scalar and two spin-2 particles but these would require the exchange of a scalar in the eikonal amplitude, which is suppressed relative to spin-2 exchange at large center-of-mass energy.
S-matrix equivalence principle constraints
So far we have allowed the possible cubic amplitudes to have arbitrary coefficients. However, for cubic vertices involving massless spin-2 fields there are constraints coming from the decoupling of longitudinal polarizations in higher-point amplitudes [29] . These constraints follow from Poincaré invariance and the masslessness of the graviton and are the S-matrix manifestation of the equivalence principle. The requirement is that any particle that couples directly or indirectly to Einstein gravity must have a gravitational minimal coupling interaction with a universal coupling constant [30] .
The S-matrix equivalence principle imposes the following constraints on the cubic couplings depending on what couplings to the massless spin-2 particle are nonzero: We emphasize that the S-matrix equivalence principle constraints, although powerful, require only very weak assumptions, namely the masslessness of the graviton and Poincaré invariance. When we impose these constraints we are thus not making any assumptions beyond those already implicitly made.
Eikonal Scattering in D = 4
The eikonal regime consists of two highly boosted particles moving approximately along orthogonal null directions in flat space. The kinematics in this situation are somewhat nonstandard, so here we describe a convenient parameterization of the momenta and a basis for the polarizations of the external particles.
Kinematics
The interactions listed in Section 2 allow for mixing between massive and massless spin-2 particles on the rails of the ladder diagrams for eikonal scattering (see (3.18) below), so we need to generalize the eikonal kinematics used in [3] to allow for this. We work in lightcone coordinates (x − , x + , x i ) defined by
In these coordinates, the Minkowski line element takes the form
where δ ij is the 2 × 2 identity matrix.
The external momenta are given by
Here p + and p − are the independent lightcone momenta which are taken to be large in the eikonal limit, and the constantsp + andp − are fixed by imposing momentum conservation. There are always two solutions forp + andp − consistent with momentum conservation. If all the particle masses are equal, then one solution is
which gives the usual eikonal kinematics-as in [3] -and the second solution gives p
, which corresponds to backward scattering. When the masses are different we choose the solution that at high energies reduces to (3.4) in the limit of equal masses. 5 The
Mandelstam variables are given by
We match solutions at large energy because the equal-mass limit of one of the general solutions gives (3.4) at high energies and backward scattering at low energies, while the other general solution gives the opposite. This is possible because the equal mass solutions coincide when s = 4m 2 + q 2 and so the space of solutions is not smooth. We will not write out the explicit expressions forp + andp − , as they are rather long and not particularly enlightening. The solution that in the equal-mass limit reduces to (3.4) at high energies is the correct one for eikonal scattering since we always work in the high-energy limit.
The last expressions are their approximate form in the high energy eikonal limit where
Polarizations
We also need a basis for the polarization vectors of the external particles. These are given by
where the vectors e λ form an orthonormal basis for the 2-dimensional transverse plane,
A convenient basis, which we will use, is to take e i λ = δ i λ . The polarization vectors (3.7) are all transverse to their momenta, orthonormal, and they satisfy the completeness relation
where a = 1, 2, 3, 4 labels the four particles.
We can use the polarization vectors (3.7) to construct polarization tensors for the external spin-2 fields. For a massive spin-2 particle we choose the polarizations given by
where T , V , and S stand for tensor, vector and scalar polarizations, respectively. In the expression for 
Explicitly, we take the two tensors to be the standard plus and cross polarizations, 12) which means that the full tensor polarizations are
For a massless spin-2 particle we have only these tensor polarizations.
The polarization tensors so defined are all transverse and orthonormal. Additionally they satisfy the completeness relations
The right hand sides of equations (3.15) and (3.16) are the massive spin-2 and massless spin-2 (in de Donder gauge) propagator numerators, respectively.
Scalar-Spin-2 eikonal scattering
After these preliminaries, we are now ready to describe the computation of the eikonal scattering amplitude. The object that we are interested in is the eikonal phase
where M 4 (s, t) is the tree-level t-channel amplitude in the eikonal limit p + , p − → ∞. We begin by considering eikonal scattering between a scalar source particle and an admixture of massless and massive spin-2 particles, which proceeds through the exchange of both massive and massless spin-2 modes.
We take the vertices to be the general linear combinations
, and V m =0 κ as defined in Section 2. In this section we concern ourselves with the eikonal amplitude in D = 4, which allows us to use the identity (2.5) to set a 4 = b 4 = c 1 = d 2 = 0 without loss of generality. (We will comment on the case D > 4 in Section 5.) Altogether there are are 8 inequivalent diagrams that contribute,
A single wavy line represents a massless spin-2 particle, a double wavy line a massive spin-2 particle, and a straight solid line a scalar.
For the external polarization states for the massive particles we take a linear combination of the polarizations (3.10), while for the massless spin-2 particle there is only tensor polarizations,
Here the P a , Q a are just coefficients labeling the mixture of different polarization states. It is convenient to assemble all of these polarization coefficients into a big unit-norm vector 21) so that a general incoming state can be thought of as an admixture of all possible massive and massless polarization states (and the same for an outgoing state). The amplitude is then a transition matrix between these vectors of polarization coefficients.
A somewhat tedious computation of the t channel diagrams (3.18) in the eikonal limit yields the following form for the eikonal phase after transforming to impact parameter space:
Here the term proportional to κ 0 comes from the diagrams with a massless spin-2 particle on the internal line and the term proportional to κ m comes from the exchange diagrams involving a massive spin-2 particle.
The operatorŜ 0 is given explicitly bŷ
where we have defined ∂
, and the various constants that appear in the matrix are
The operatorŜ m is given bŷ
The Fourier transform with respect to the momentum transfer, q requires the following formulae:
where K 0 (mb) is the Bessel-K function of order 0 and L is an IR regulator.
with coefficients
The goal now is to place constraints on the a i , b i , c i and d i coefficients by demanding that the eikonal phase, δ, is positive for all impact parameters and all choices of polarizations for the external particles. The amplitude written in the form (3.23) makes manifest that once we have chosen an explicit basis for the polarizations, the amplitude is then a 7 × 7 matrix corresponding to the 5 + 2 possible polarization states for the incoming and outgoing spin-2 particles. The phase shifts come from diagonalizing this matrix, and it is these eigenvalues which must be non-negative. A convenient way to organize the calculation is to enforce positivity of the phase shift order-by-order in the limit of small impact parameter.
The precise form of the amplitude at each order is not particularly enlightening, so we just quote the parameter constraints. The leading contributions to the phases in the small b limit are of order b −4 . The phases at this order come from diagonalizing a matrix that depends on the couplings from the six-derivative spin-2 vertices, a 5 , b 6 , d 3 , c 2 , as well as the scalar couplings, κ 0 and κ m . This matrix has a vanishing trace and hence the sum of eigenvalues vanishes. The eigenvalues can then only have the same sign if they all vanish, which means the matrix itself vanishes since it is symmetric. This gives the simple constraints
Similarly, at order b −3 we obtain the constraints
At order b −2 the constraints are
Lastly, at order b −1 we get the constraints
There are various solutions to these sets of constraints depending on whether or not the scalar couplings, κ 0 and κ m , vanish:
1. The trivial case κ 0 = κ m = 0 does not constrain the spin-2 couplings since there is no scattering. 2. The case κ 0 = 0 with κ m = 0-which means the scalar does not couple to the massless spin-2 particle-has the solution
In this case the S-matrix equivalence principle requires that the massive spin-2 particle also does not couple to massless spin-2 particle (since we have assumed κ m = 0 so the scalar does couple to the massive spin-2 particle), so we must additionally have b i = 0. The resulting constraints are then equivalent to those found in [3] for an isolated massive spin-2 particle.
3. The case κ m = 0 and κ 0 = 0-which means the scalar does not couple to the massive spin-2 particle-has the solution
The a i couplings are unconstrained by this process since the vertex V a does not contribute to the amplitude in this case. Substituting these constraints into the general expression for the vertices in the theory, we find that there are two allowed couplings: one which couples 3 massless particles, and one which couples two massive particles with a massless spin-2 particle. Interestingly, both surviving constrained vertices take the Einstein-Hilbert form, The S-matrix equivalence principle requires that b 1 = d 1 = κ 0 . We can further fix d 1 = 2 by canonically normalizing M Pl , leaving no free parameters beyond M Pl .
4.
The last case is where we have both κ 0 = 0 and κ m = 0, which has the solution
The difference with the previous case is that there is now also a coupling between 3 massive spin-2 particles. The surviving vertices all take the Einstein-Hilbert form: (3.33), (3.34) , and
Again, the S-matrix equivalence principle requires b 1 = d 1 = κ 0 , and we can further fix d 1 = 2 by canonically normalizing M Pl . This leaves two free parameters: a 2 and κ m .
After solving the constraints (3.27)-(3.30), we still have to check that the remaining phase shifts are positive in the non-trivial cases.
• For the case κ 0 = 0, κ m = 0, the remaining phase shifts are
where δ S,V is the phase shift for both the scalar and vector modes, while δ T is the phase shift for the tensor modes. Since b 2 1 ≥ 0, some of these are negative unless b 1 = 0. This is the same constraint that the S-matrix equivalence principle would impose. The remaining phase shifts are then all non-negative for κ m a 2 ≥ 0, as found in [3] .
• In the case κ m = 0, κ 0 = 0, the final phase shifts are • For the final case κ 0 = 0 and κ m = 0, the general form of the phase-shifts is a bit complicated but after imposing the S-matrix equivalence principle constraints,
The δ S,V phase-shifts comes from the scalar and vector modes, which are each diagonal. The δ T phase-shifts come from the tensor modes of the massive and massless spin-2 particles, which are mixed. The terms in square brackets have the general form
where A is some combination of coupling constants. In the limit bm → 0 this becomes which divergences like log(bm), i.e., a negative phase shift at small b, unless A ≥ −2b 2 1 . The total phase shift still has the wrong sign for large bm, but the difference between this and the GR result can be made arbitrarily small by increasing Lm. The condition A ≥ −2b These conditions are automatically satisfied when we turn off the scalar coupling to the massive spin-2 particle, κ m → 0, which is consistent with (3.38) . We can use the freedom to rescale the Planck mass to fix b 1 = 2, after which the remaining inequalities define an allowed two-dimensional region, which we plot in Figure 1 . In Section 4 we will discuss how this constrains matter couplings in ghost-free bi-gravity. 
Spin-2-Spin-2 eikonal scattering
We now consider the eikonal scattering between massive and massless spin-2 particles where all external legs have spin 2 in D = 4. There are 2 5 = 32 different diagrams that contribute to this amplitude, since each of the four external legs and the internal line can be either massive or massless. As a result the computation is substantially more intricate, but the final result can be phrased fairly simply in terms of the ingredients we have already introduced:
HereŜ 0 andŜ m are the same matrices defined in Section 3.3 and the polarization information is now carried by P a,b ≡ P a ⊗ P b which is a tensor product of the vectors of coefficients for the top and bottom vertices. The fact that our result can be written in the form (3.43) is a nontrivial check of our calculation.
Going through a similar procedure to that described in Section 3.3, we find that the leading contributions in the limit of small impact parameter start at order b −8 . Constraining the phase shifts to be positive all the way through to order b −1 reproduces the constraints (3.35)
that we found when both particles coupled to matter. This is not unexpected since the spin-2-scalar process should be captured by the more general process considered here after averaging over the polarizations of the lower half of the diagram.
If we impose the S-matrix equivalence principle constraint that d 1 = b 1 , then the remaining phase-shifts are given by
where A is one of the following combinations of the coupling constants:
These come from diagonalizing a 49 × 49 matrix with lots of off-diagonal terms. As discussed earlier, we impose the requirement A ≥ −2b 2 1 . The first phase shift saturates this constraint, so this theory is only marginally consistent with asymptotic subluminality. All of the other phase shifts automatically satisfy this constraint as well, so we see that there are no further constraints beyond (3.35) . This is similar to what happens for massless [1] or massive [2, 3] spin-2 particles in isolation: the shockwave amplitude happens to capture all the parameter constraints required for the theory to be asymptotically subluminal.
To summarize, we find that it is possible to couple D = 4 Einstein gravity to a massive spin-2 particle and still satisfy the constraints that follow from forbidding asymptotic superluminality. This requires the vanishing of the cubic vertices involving two massless gravitons and a massive spin-2 particle, V c = 0, as already shown in [1] . Moreover, the remaining interaction vertices must take the Einstein-Hilbert form,
where we have used the S-matrix equivalence principle to match the coefficients of V b and V d . The coupling of the massive spin-2 particle to a scalar is further constrained by the conditions (3.42). We see that there is a recurring theme that the Einstein-Hilbert onshell cubic amplitude is the only possible structure consistent with positivity of the eikonal phase, so it is tempting to speculate that this observation would continue to be true with the addition of further massive spin-2 particles. That is, it seems that the only couplings allowed between spin-2 particles are of the Einstein-Hilbert form at cubic order.
Shockwaves and Shapiro Delay in Ghost-Free BiGravity
In General Relativity, the Shapiro time delay experienced by a particle passing by a massive object can be computed by considering the particle's propagation in a shockwave background given by the Aichelburg-Sexl metric [31, 32] . This delay was shown to be equivalent to that determined by the eikonal scattering calculation in [18] . We would therefore like to match the eikonal scattering results we have obtained to a shockwave calculation.
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Here we consider a particular bimetric theory that can be trusted in the classical nonlinear regime, making the computation particularly convenient, though there should be no obstruction to performing the same computation in an arbitrary theory. The result will in fact only depend on the cubic vertices of the theory, in agreement with the eikonal calculation. We consider the analogue of the Shapiro time delay calculated in a shockwave background for this theory, and we find that it identically reproduces the results of the eikonal scattering, as expected. We also find that, in the formulation of the classical non-linear bi-gravity theory, the constraint on the cubic self-coupling picks out the unique bi-gravity theory with a Z 2 symmetry.
Ghost-free bi-gravity
The non-linear ghost-free bi-gravity theory [6] is an extension of dRGT massive gravity [9] that describes two interacting spin-2 particles-one massive and one massless-and no additional degrees of freedom. The theory is formulated using two metrics, g µν and f µν , each with their own Einstein-Hilbert kinetic term and a zero-derivative potential term which mixes the two metrics. The form of the potential term guarantees the absence of ghosts in the classical theory and in the low energy effective quantum theory. In D = 4, the ghost-free bi-gravity Lagrangian takes the following form:
The S n are the n-th elementary symmetric polynomials of the eigenvalues of the matrix square root X µ ν ≡ g µλ f λν . They are given by
where the square brackets denote the trace of the enclosed matrix.
There are two mass scales M g and M f , along with the graviton mass m. The effective mass, M * , is defined as
The β n are free coefficients.
If we expand both metrics around the same flat spacetime, then the requirement of no tadpoles for each metric gives two conditions on the β n ,
4)
After imposing this condition, demanding that the parameter m 2 is the correctly normalized mass for the massive spin-2 particle requires
These three conditions mean that, of the five β n , there are only two free parameters. These two parameters are often written as c 3 and d 5 (see, e.g., [8] ), where c 3 parametrizes cubic interactions in the potential and d 5 parametrizes quartic interactions in the potential. All higher-order interactions in the potential are fixed after specifying c 3 and d 5 . The β n can be written in terms of c 3 , d 5 as
(4.7a)
7c)
7d)
When the β n satisfy β 4 = β 0 and β 3 = β 1 , the ghost-free bi-gravity theory enjoys a Z 2 symmetry under the interchange of g µν ↔ f µν and M g ↔ M f . From the above expression (4.7) we see that this occurs precisely when c 3 = 1/4. The parameter d 5 is left unspecified by this requirement.
Cubic vertices of ghost-free bi-gravity
In order to connect to the eikonal computation, we need the cubic vertices that couple the massive and massless particles in bi-gravity. Importantly, the g µν and f µν metrics are not mass eigenstates of the bi-gravity theory. If we expand both metrics around the flat background,
then we find that the mass eigenstates are given by the linear combinations [6] 
so that the quadratic Lagrangian takes the form
The fluctuation u µν is the massless spin-2 field and v µν is the massive spin-2 field. We recover dRGT massive gravity in the limit that M f → ∞. This gives M * → M g , u µν → k µν and v µν → h µν . The massless f µν metric decouples and we are left with the massive g µν metric.
If we expand the ghost-free bi-gravity Lagrangian (4.1) to cubic order and use the mass 9 HereÊ µναβ is the Lichnerowicz operator, which acts on symmetric tensors, X µν , aŝ
eigenstates (4.9) we find the following four terms in the on-shell cubic Lagrangian:
There are two independent solutions to the equations (4.21) and (4.22) , which can be expressed as
27) 28) where the functions f 0 ( x) and f m ( x) satisfy
The solutions to equations (4.29) and (4.30) are given by
(4.32)
Here we have introduced an IR cutoff, L, in the first expression.
Fluctuations
In order to determine the phase shift due to propagation in the shockwave background, we expand the two metrics g µν and f µν about their respective backgrounds as follows:
We expand the equations of motion for g and f to leading order in the fluctuations h µν and k µν and look for solutions. Of the combined 20 components of h µν and k µν there will be seven independent propagating degrees of freedom corresponding to the two degrees of freedom of the massless graviton and the five degrees of freedom of the massive spin-2 particle. We solve for these. For clarity, we consider the phase shifts due to the two independent background solutions F, G separately. The total phase shift due to both backgrounds will simply be the sum of the two.
Massless shockwave
Let us start by setting κ 0 = 0, κ m = 0, which corresponds to a shockwave source that only couples directly to the massless spin-2 particle. After various field redefinitions of h µν and k µν we can isolate the five physical modes of the massive spin-2 field, which we denote by V I where I = S, V 1 , V 2 , T 1 , T 2 and the two physical modes of the massless spin-2 field which we denote by U I where I = T 1 , T 2 . (See [2, 3] for more details of our method.) From the full equations of motion for the metric fluctuations, we find the following five equations of motion for the five massive modes, V I :
For the two massless modes, U I , we find the following:
The mixing matrix between the various modes (i.e., the right hand side of the above equations) is diagonal, with the eigenvalues for all seven modes given by
After diagonalizing the modes, the first order differential equations (4.35) and (4.36) can be integrated to obtain
The phase shifts experienced by the particles have two components, the first is a dispersion effect which is integrated along the trajectory; the second is an anomalous phase shift localized at the shock, which corresponds to the Shapiro time delay. We integrate just across the shock to isolate this second component: 39) where
This agrees with the corresponding amplitude result (3.38) when we substitute b 1 = 2. The S-matrix equivalence principle sets κ 0 = 2 and we see again that all seven modes have a positive phase shift.
These are the same inequalities as (3.42), but phrased in the variables more natural to bi-gravity.
This allowed region is plotted in Figure 2 , together with curves corresponding to various special cases of the matter couplings. For clarity, following the definitions of equation (4.26), we use the couplings
The S-matrix equivalence principle sets κ 0 = 2 and thus α 0 =
, leaving an allowed region for values of α m as a function of M g /M f . The dRGT massive gravity limit corresponds to M f → ∞ and thus α 0 → 0. I.e., in this limit the matter sector couples only to the massive eigenstate. 2M f Mg and the ratio M g /M f . The shaded region corresponds to the allowed parameter space. The different curves correspond to different matter couplings: coupling to the g metric only (blue, dotted), to the f metric only (orange, long dash), equally to both metrics (green, solid), to the massless eigenstate only (pink, dot dashed), and equal coupling to both the massive and massless eigenstates (yellow, short dash). The information contained in this plot is equivalent to that in Figure 1 , but these variables are the ones that arise naturally in bimetric gravity.
Implications for bi-gravity
As mentioned above, the main constraint that arises from the asymptotic subluminality condition for bi-gravity is that the cubic coupling takes the special value c 3 = 1 4
. Intriguingly, this corresponds to the most general ghost-free bi-gravity theory (4.1) with a Z 2 symmetry under the interchange of the g µν and f µν metrics.
In addition, the conditions (3.42), found both from the scattering and the shockwave calculations, constrain the matter coupling constant κ m in terms of M g /M f . The allowed region of parameter space for ghost-free bi-gravity coupled to a single scalar is shown in Figure 2 .
Bi-gravity theories in which both metrics couple to the same matter sector have attracted much interest in the literature. Generically, "doubly-coupled" matter re-introduces the Boulware-Deser ghost [33] at scales below the cutoff of the bi-gravity EFT. However, in [34] (see also [35] ) a particular double-coupling was introduced of the form
where
and X µ ν ≡ g µλ f λν . With this matter coupling the Boulware-Deser ghost is absent in a certain high-energy limit known as the "decoupling limit." This indicates that the scale associated with the ghost is larger than the cutoff Λ 3 = (m 2 M P l ) 1/3 of the bi-gravity EFT.
From this we see that the equivalence principle constraint κ 0 = 2 is automatically satisfied, as expected from overall diffeomorphism invariance of the action. The κ m coupling falls inside the region allowed by asymptotic subluminality when αβ ≥ 0. The cases of coupling to a single metric, α = 0 or β = 0, correspond to the top and bottom lines in Figure 2 , which are on the boundary of the region allowed by asymptotic subluminality. The case α = β = 1/2 gives the solid green curve in Figure 2 .
Eikonal Scattering in D > 4
Up to this point, we have focused on physics in D = 4. Although this is likely the most physically relevant situation, the D = 4 Gram identity (2.5) means that some structures vanish identically. We would therefore like to understand if any of these structures can appear in a higher-dimensional theory consistent with asymptotic subluminality. In this section we briefly describe the higher-dimensional version of the eikonal scattering calculation considered in Section 3.
The main difference in higher dimensions is that all 16 structures can appear. In addition to this, there are now D − 2 independent vector polarizations and
− 1 tensor polarizations. 10 Aside from this, the computation in D = 4 is essentially the same as in four dimensions.
Repeating the procedure outlined in Section 3, we obtain an amplitude of the schematic form (3.23). The various constants appearing inŜ 0 andŜ m are now dimension-dependent. Their exact form is not particularly illuminating, so we will not reproduce them here. Upon diagonalizing the amplitude we get a collection of constraints on the couplings. Solving these gives the same solutions as in D = 4 for the cases κ 0 = 0, κ m = 0 and κ m = 0, κ 0 = 0, namely (3.31a) and (3.32a). The only difference is that the conditions c 1 = d 2 = b 4 = 0 now follow from positivity of the eikonal phase of the additional vector and tensor polarizations, rather than from dimensionally-dependent identities. The case κ 0 = 0, κ m = 0 is different since the higher-dimensional structures can survive. The final solution to the constraints is
There is now an extra free coefficient, c 1 , parameterizing the non-Einstein-Hilbert couplings.
10 See [3] for an explicit basis for these in D-dimensions.
However since these additional terms depend on the matter couplings, κ i , we should expect them to be set to zero by the full spin-2-spin-2 eikonal calculation. This is because the constraints from the full amplitude must be at least as strong as (5.1) but they cannot depend on κ i .
In order to consider pure spin-2 scattering, we square the scalar-spin-2 amplitude as in (3.43) . In this case, we find that positivity of the eikonal phase requires, in addition to the constraints (5.1), that c 1 = 0, as expected. We therefore see that again all couplings must be of the Einstein-Hilbert form. This is in accordance with the results of [1] , who considered a restricted set of couplings.
Conclusions
We have derived model independent constraints on the cubic couplings of any effective field theory of a massive spin-2 field coupled to a massless spin-2 field. These constraints come from demanding positivity of the eikonal phase in 2 → 2 scattering, which corresponds physically to demanding the absence of asymptotic superluminality in the four-particle Smatrix. We find that the vertices in the theory must be of the Einstein-Hilbert type, as well as other constraints involving matter couplings to a scalar. If an effective theory has vertices which do not satisfy these constraints, then there is superluminality at a scale parametrically the same as the scale suppressing the cubic couplings, which in effective theories of bi-gravity is generally the mass of the spin-2 particle. Curing this superluminality requires the presence of new physics at this scale. Thus, in any UV-complete theory with these low energy degrees of freedom and a parametric gap to the next states, we can say the cubic vertices must satisfy our constraints.
In the purely massive case, we also have other IR constraints on UV completion coming from analytic dispersion relations [36] [37] [38] [39] applied to the four particle amplitude in the forward limit t → 0. When there are massless particles present these constraints become muddled due to ∼ 1/t singularities in the forward limit and possible violations of the Froissart bound, so it is difficult to extract any clean constraints. Thus in the case of interest for this paper we do not have any such complementary constraints and the eikonal constraints are the only robust clues about UV completion that we are aware of.
When these constraints are applied to ghost-free bi-gravity, they reduce the possible twoparameter family of theories to the unique one-parameter sub-family which possesses a Z 2 symmetry under the interchange of the two metrics. Curiously, this is not the first time that a Z 2 -symmetric bi-gravity theory has been identified in the literature as possessing special properties beyond this symmetry. In [40] [41] [42] a Z 2 -symmetric theory was identified as the unique candidate theory for "partially massless" gravity, an exotic representation of the de Sitter algebra that propagates fewer degrees of freedom than a usual massive spin-2 particle [43] . In this theory, the longitudinal mode of the massive spin-2 particle is entirely absent in the scalar-tensor sector of a certain high-energy limit (the "decoupling limit"). This requirement fixes c 3 = 1 4 , just as we found above, and also d 5 = − 1 32 , where d 5 controls the quartic interactions of the theory. It would be interesting to extend our calculation to include next-to-leading-order terms in the eikonal limit, which would be sensitive to quartic vertices, and to check if d 5 = − 1 32 is identified as a special point.
It is worthwhile to mention the assumptions that go into these constraints. First of all, we assume that the eikonal approximation is in fact valid in the spin-2 case, i.e., that summing over the ladder diagrams indeed captures the eikonal limit of the full scattering amplitude. The eikonal approximation for lower-spin particles in fact fails, as described in [44] [45] [46] . A physical argument for its validity for spins ≥ 2 and its failure for spins < 2 is given in [1] , but it has not been proven at a technical level. Secondly, we have assumed that the absence of asymptotic time advances is in fact a fundamental requirement of a UV complete theory. As far as we are aware, there is no direct derivation of this requirement as a consequence of more fundamental S-matrix requirements like locality or analyticity. It is possible that the presence of superluminality of this kind may not always lead to acausality, closed timelike curves, or consistency problems [12, 13, 47, 48] . Conversely, even in the absence of superluminality of this kind, there could be other consistency issues that arise, possibly on other backgrounds.
11 Finally, we have assumed that flat space is a solution out to length scales much larger than the Compton wavelength of the massive spin-2 particle. In many cosmological applications of massive gravity or bi-gravity, this is typically not the case, since the horizon size is of order m −1 , and so the bounds derived do not directly apply. It would be interesting to find analogous bounds directly in cosmological backgrounds.
There are a variety of situations where both massless and massive spin-2 states appear, and it would be interesting to explore how our constraints interact with these examples. It is already known that the way string theory is consistent with these eikonal constraints is rather intricate: it is not through having the cubic vertex combinations we have identified, but rather through cancellations between particles on the leading Regge trajectory [1, 49] . Another oft-studied situation where massive spin-2 states arise coupled to gravity is in KaluzaKlein reductions, where an infinite set of massive spin-2 particles appear. It would be illuminating to study the cubic couplings which arise in these cases.
Finally, we have focused on scattering amplitudes in flat space, but the AdS version of our constraints should connect to causality constraints on CFT correlation functions involving the stress tensor and a non-conserved spin-2 operator, with the gap to the next heaviest operator, ∆ gap , playing the same role as m in our analysis. The analogous connection for pure stress tensor correlators has by now led to many interesting consequences, e.g., [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Indeed, recently [55] have placed constraints on some mixed spin-2-stress tensor correlators using the Regge behavior of CFT correlators [56] [57] [58] [59] and our results appear to be in qualitative agreement with theirs. It would be very interesting to further elucidate this connection.
